93140 - Integrated 4ft LED Plastic Tubes

**LED18ET8/4/850**

- Convert your existing linear fluorescent fixture to LED lighting without needing a comprehensive reinstall.
- LED tubes are ideal for those seeking high energy savings with minimal installation time.
- Each LED tube is outfitted with an internal GE driver.
- GE integrated LED tubes run on electronic T8 instant-start or programmed start ballasts.
- Shatter resistant
- No UV
- Easy disposal, non-hazardous waste
- NSF Rated for food application (shatter resistant)
- UL Listed
- DLC Listed

**PRODUCT PHOTO**

**CAUTIONS & WARNINGS**

**Caution**

Risk of fire

- Use only in place of fluorescent lamps specified on label
- If the lamp or luminaire exhibits undesirable operation, immediately turn off power, remove lamp from luminaire and contact manufacturer
- Direct replacement for 25W/48T8, 28W/48T8, 30W/48T8, 32W/48T8 lamps only
- Do not install this lamp in a pre-heat luminaire
- This lamp only operates on electronic ballasts
- If lamp does not light when luminaire is energized, remove lamp from luminaire and contact lamp manufacturer or qualified electrician
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